Abstract. Studies have revealed that social relationship has a major influence on the development of student's psychology and academics, but how to establish and evaluate the network remains an open problem. This work firstly presents an approach to study the students' favor and disgust social network in class and then develops a novel model to evaluate the social relationship status. In order to build the model, the social relationship semantic and distinctive network features are considered synthetically. Experiments are conducted to assign weights for model factors. Students (148 male, 106 female) from 5 classes participated in our survey and offered 2414 clues to establish social networks. To verify the reliability and availability of our model, correlation tests are carried out. Results show that our assessment scores are related to academic records in different degrees, and our method is hopeful of an objective evaluation scale.
Introduction
In the past few years, many study efforts on the student social network have been reported in literatures [1, 2] . Previous works argued that the student social relationship in class has significant traits of stable, implicit and personal. A myriad of ties, various peer groups or informal groups constitute the complex social relationship network in students. Presently, there are two types of methods to collect social network data: the direct survey modes [3] such as questionnaires or interview, and the indirect ways [5] such as via e-mail, twitter, Facebook, etc. Despite some advantages they have definite shortcomings in data veracity and integrality. The underlying cause of the problem is insufficient privacy preservation. To issue the problem we introduced a survey innovation in the design of instrument and the process of data collection. Reference [4] showed the details of the method.
In addition to the data collection method, an appropriate social network type is also critical when modeling the student relationship status in class. Innumerable social networks exist in various subjects of study, exercise, entertainment, etc. It is impossible and unnecessary to establish social networks for all these subjects. To simplify the problem, we proposed two opposite semantic social networks: the favor network and disgust network, similar as reference [2] . This paper focuses on the modeling of social relationship assessment. In section 2, social network semantics and characteristics will be analyzed and modeling factors will be considered. In section 3, correlation tests will be conducted and results will be explained in details. Finally, a brief summary and conclusion appear in Section 4.
Data Analysis and Modeling

Data Analysis
542 students from grade 4 to 6 participated in our research program and provided 1523 favor ties and 891 disgust ties. For every class, two social networks were established with above survey data, and visualized with social network analysis tool Pajek [6] . Figure 1 represented a sample of favor and disgust relationship network. In Figure 1 , the left part of the figure is the favor network and the right part is disgust network, and yellow nodes stand for male students and blue for females. Larger nodes mean more votes received. Despite the difference in fabric, distribution and dimension, there are some common characteristics, which have been supported by previous studies, such as hot nodes in the network, more ties between male students than female and less ties across genders etc. Three important holistic characteristics of the networks are presented in Table 1 . These results can be used to evaluate class level performance. For example, the lowest ratio of disgust average in-degree to favor average in-degree is 0.55 in class 2, which may imply best relationship status. 
Assessment Modeling
The goal of this study is to propose a model to assess the situation of every student in social relationship. In Fig .1 every student shows its individual centrality, medium and peer group features. We need a practical quantification and factor weighting method to integrate all the signification characteristics. To achieve these goals, firstly, positive and negative scores are separated from the favor and disgust network respectively. Secondly, three parts of factors are adopted for modeling, which are nodes' in and out degree, medium and tripartite features. In the favor network, only in-degree is selected while in the disgust network both in-degree and out-degree are considered holistically. Thirdly, different weights are loaded on these factors. For example, in tripartite analysis some combinations represent special meaning in relationship, like 5-021U, 5-021D and 16-300. Finally, all the scores are integrated and normalized to form a final score for every student. Table 2 shows the components of our assessment model and the extent of our consideration. 
Correlation Analysis
To verify the objectivity and validity of assessment score, we conducted a series of correlation tests. Three main courses Chinese, Mathematics and English are selected as comparison objects. The Pearson correlation tests were conducted between these courses and the social relationship assessment grade. Table 3 shows the test results. Where "fav" stands for the favor network, "disg" for disgust, "D" for in and out degree, "M" for medium, "B" for two parties peer group, and "T" for three parties peer group. In binary network mode, only vote number is counted in despite of the vote order. While in multi-valued network, both vote number and vote order are considered together. In contrast, Chinese has the highest degree of correlation and Mathematics has the lowest, which may indicate that social relationship affects part of student's academic ability. These results demonstrate that different network features contribute to the correlation in different extent, but as a whole, the assessment value is moderately correlated with student's academic performance. In fact, the aim of our study is to build an objective and independent evaluation method, including the data collection, data analysis and data modeling. In this sense, the student's ranking is more important than the value itself. Our proposed method can be used to assess the holistic status of relationship in class, as well as to settle the conflicts between students precisely and effectively.
Summary
The social relationship in class is quite different from public media and large scale agency. The first challenge is the relationship data acquisition. Traditional questionnaire or interview measurement modes have defects in privacy and accuracy. The second challenge is the modeling method for such data. To issue the two problems, we introduced a modified survey instrument, studied the essential features of the social networks, and proposed a unified assessment framework. 254 students participated in our study project and provided 2414 relationship ties. Correlation tests are conducted to inspect the relevance of students' academic outcomes and social relationship status. Results show that our exploratory study substantiates the effectiveness and reliability of data collection method, and the objectivity of the assessment model. Finally, we hope this work can make some contributions to the improvement of the student's relationship in class.
